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PURPOSE OF THE HANDBOOK 

This handbook is a field guide. It provides forest and wildlife 

managers with the information necessary to co-ordinate mule 

deer and timber management on deer winter range in the 

Cariboo Forest Region. 

It is not meant to be used as the sole determinant of whether 

logging should take place on a particular winter range: resource 

managers must make those decisions considering also regional 

objectives and priorities. It is, however, intended to aid managers 

in weighing the options for winter range management. If a 

decision has been made to harvest, the handbook describes 

how it should be done and includes detailed instructions for the 

logging contractor. 

CARIBOO 

FOREST 

REGION 



BACKGROUND 

Douglas-fir is an important component of the timber supply in the 

Cariboo Forest Region. A significant amount of the Douglas-fir is 

also an important component of mule deer winter range. This 

situation has led to resource allocation problems: Should trees 

growing on winter range be reserved for mule deer and the 

benefits that stem from wildlife management? Or, should the 

Douglas-fir be harvested for timber values? Are compromises 

possible? 

The B.C. Ministry of Forests and Ministry of Environment are 

working co-operatively to find ways to meet both timber and 

wildlife management objectives in the Cariboo Region. One part 

of this co-operative effort is a study of mule deer habitat 

relationships, funded by the Ministry of Forests and supported by 

the Ministry of Environment. This handbook is one important 

output from the study. 

BREAKDOWN OF THE GROSS MERCHANTABLE TIMBER 

VOLUME IN THE CARIBOO FOREST REGION 

Douglas-fir on Mapped 
Mule Deer Winter Range 
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USER’S GUIDE 

The targeted users for this handbook range from managers to 

technicians and contractors. It will aid managers to develop 

co-ordinated resource plans for winter ranges in consultation 

with other resource professionals. Technicians will find it useful 

for field assessments and inspections of logging operations. 

Contractors will get a clear picture of how to log and space on 

winter ranges. 

The handbook was designed and written with the users in mind. 

Printed on durable water-proof paper, it is intended for both field 

and office use. The text is cross-referenced so the reader can 

locate related information quickly. An index is provided to help 

find specifics (see p. 97). 

Structure 

The handbook is divided into two parts. Part I provides the 

background: the ecological and forest management principles 

applicable to winter range. Part II describes a “how to” procedure 

for applying the principles covered in Part I in management and 

operations. 
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WHEN TO USE THE HANDBOOK 

FOR EXAMPLE USES 

BACKGROUND Background knowledge for: 

• senior managers 

• foresters 

• forest and wildlife technicians 

• contractors 

PLANNING Input to: 

• co-ordinated resource 

management plans 

• local resource use plans 

• management and working 

• development plans 

• cutting plans 

plans 

OPERATIONS Operating instructions for: 

• logging contractors 

• fallers, skidder operators 

• spacing contractors 

• woodlot licensees 
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EXAMPLE QUESTIONS PART I 

• What do deer need on 

• What is the definition of 
winter range? 

winter range? 

• Can winter ranges be 

heavily cut? 

• Do fish and wildlife 
people have input? 

• Is a harvest proposal 

likely to be approved 
on this winter range? 

• What stand-specific 
prescriptions might be 
submitted for approval? 

• Which trees should 
the faller cut? 

• How careful should the 
logging crew be? 

• Does juvenile spacing 

need to be done 

differently on winter 
range? 
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PART I 

ECOLOGICAL AND 
MANAGEMENT 
PRINCIPLES FOR 
WINTER RANGE 
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PART  I 

This part of the handbook describes the ecological and forestry 

principles applicable to mule deer and winter range. It provides 

the basis for understanding how to manage winter range - the 

subject of Part II. With the principles of Part I in mind the 

manager can tailor his use of the handbook to meet the needs of 

specific situations. 

Part I answers key questions: What is winter range? Why is 

winter range required? How does winter range function? 

Additionally, it reviews the forest management principles 

applicable to winter range. 
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ECOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES FOR WINTER RANGE 

WHAT IS WINTER RANGE? 

Winter range as described in this handbook is not simply an area 

occupied by mule deer under any winter condition. In the mildest 

winters, with little snow accumulation, mule deer will occupy a 

variety of habitats over a large area (1). Conversely, in the 

severest of winters, with deep snow accumulation, deer will 

concentrate on small areas that provide the best protection from 

these conditions (2). 

In the past, terms such as “critical”, “important”, and “not so 

important”, have been used to describe ranges that deer occupy 

during various types of winters. These terms are not used in this 

handbook because, for example, having suitable habitat for 

average winters is as important as having suitable habitat for the 

severest winters. Nevertheless, the designations can be useful 

for ranking winter ranges comparatively to one another. 

Winter range, as discussed in this handbook, is defined as an 

area that provides the resources deer would use during all but 

the mildest of winter conditions (3). The physical criteria generally 

used to identify winter range include: 

• general SE, S, SW, or W aspect (the exceptions include large 

river valleys) 

• gentle to moderate slope (10-45%) 
• elevation below 1500 metres in shallow and moderate 

snowpack zones and below 1000 metres in the deep 

snowpack zone (see p. 28) 

• Douglas-fir as the predominant tree species (mature and 

over-mature trees present) 

The principles used to define winter range boundaries are 

explained on pages 50-53. 
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1 Area used by deer 

in the mildest winters 

3 Winter range 
2 Area used by deer 

in the severest 

winters 
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WHY IS WINTER RANGE REQUIRED? 

A deer’s physical condition helps determine whether or not it 

survives and reproduces. Condition is usually described in terms 

of fat reserves, with adequate reserves equated with good 

condition. Condition changes throughout the year, influenced 

largely by the quality and quantity of seasonal ranges and 

weather conditions. During the annual cycle: 

1. Deer reach their best condition during the summer and fall 

with abundant, high quality feed. 

2. If the summer and fall range conditions are good, deer enter 

winter in good shape with adequate fat reserves. 

3. If summer and/or fall range conditions are inadequate, deer 

enter winter with reduced fat reserves. 

4. All deer lose some body weight during winter, even if winter 

range conditions provide adequate food and shelter. 

5. Deer can quickly lose weight and die if winter range is scarce 

or of poor quality. Even if winter range conditions are good, 

deer will die in moderate or severe winters if their condition at 

the start of winter is inadequate. 

6. Available, good quality spring range can quickly boost animal 

condition. 

7. Deer weakened throughout winter often die in March or April 

if spring range is unavailable or of poor quality. 

Winter, therefore, is the most critical season for deer. During 

winter deer must cope with the worst environmental conditions 

while consuming the poorest quality food. This makes good 

quality winter range essential for their survival and productivity. 
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SEASONAL CHANGES IN CONDITION 

Summer Fall Winter Spring 

1 2 

3 6 

4 

5 7 
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HOW DOES WINTER RANGE FUNCTION? 

Condition is largely a reflection of an animal’s ability to maintain 

its energy balance. If energy losses exceed gains over an 
extended period, then condition will suffer, deer will fail to 

successfully reproduce, and eventually will die. Food provides 

deer with energy (calories), and the warmth provided by sunshine 

means fewer calories are used up to maintain a constant body 

temperature. Increased movement by an animal and exposure to 

colder temperatures and greater wind result in more calories 

being used up to keep warm. 

Suitable winter range helps deer maintain their energy balance 

by slowing their rate of weight loss during winter, and improving 

their chances for survival until spring and summer when food 

and the environment are better. During winter, deer try to 

maintain their energy balance by using areas with: 

A. Shallow Snow 

B. Adequate Food 

C. Sufficient Shelter 

Winter range must provide these areas. They will be discussed 

over the following pages. 
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SUMMER RANGE 

• energy gains 

exceed losses 

GOOD 

WINTER RANGE 

• energy losses 

slightly exceed 

gains 

POOR 

WINTER RANGE 

• energy losses 

greatly exceed 

gains 
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DEER CONDITION IN WINTER 

The condition of mule deer on winter range (largely reflected by 

the state of their energy balance) is influenced by numerous 

factors. For example, the depth of snow with which deer must 

contend is influenced by the slope of the land, the aspect, and 

the type and degree of crown closure afforded by the trees. The 

deeper the snow, the more energy deer must expend to move, 

and consequently the greater the impact on their condition. 

The relationship among the various factors influencing mule deer 

on winter range is illustrated below and will be discussed 

individually on the following pages. Arrows represent influences. 

Security 
Cover 

Harassment 

Forage 

Thermal 
Cover 

\ Snow 

Temperature 

Snow 
Interception 
Cover 

Aspect 

Slope 
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Snow 

Snow depth affects ease of movement and forage availability. As 

snow depth increases, so does the energy required to move 

through it. More fat reserves are used up when deer are travelling 

through deep snow, than through shallow snow. These reserves 

cannot be replaced during winter. Movement through dense 

snow requires more energy expenditure than travel through light 

fluffy snow. 

Moderate to deep snow also buries much food, making it 

unavailable. Condition of deer deteriorates if alternative food in 

low snow habitats is not available. 

RELATIVE INCREASE IN ENERGY EXPENDITURE FOR 

MOVEMENT THROUGH SNOW AS COMPARED TO 
MOVEMENT WITH NO SNOW 

GROUND FORAGE BECOMES INCREASINGLY 

UNAVAILABLE AS SNOW DEPTH INCREASES 
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Topographic Factors 

Slope and aspect are important topographic factors on mule 

deer winter range because they affect snow characteristics, site 

temperature, and stand development. 

Slope and aspect must be viewed at two levels: 1) the winter 

range as a whole; and 2) topography within the winter range. 

Winter ranges as a whole are typically on west to southeast 

aspects and have gentle to moderate slopes (10-45%). In some 

large valleys such as the Fraser and Chilcotin river valleys, other 

aspects are used because of the moderating effect the valley 

has on the local climate. 

Within a winter range all aspects and slopes are valuable. For 

example, while northeast aspects often produce stands with the 

highest crown closure, which intercepts the most snow, on south 

aspects snow depths are quickly reduced. Slopes within a winter 

range may vary from near vertical cliffs to flat areas. 

Slope 

Snow depths are shallower on slopes than on flat areas because 

the same amount of snow is distributed over a greater area. For 

example, a 50% slope produces an 11 % shallower snow depth. 

Because slopes and ridges are often more exposed to wind and 

sunlight, snow depths are further reduced, making movement 

easier for deer. 

INFLUENCE OF SLOPE ON SNOW DEPTH 
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Aspect 

Aspect influences snow depth as well as the daytime 

temperatures experienced by deer. During the day, south slopes 

are warmer than north slopes because they receive more direct 

sunlight. Besides helping animals to stay warmer on sunny days, 

direct sunlight often causes snow to melt on south slopes, 

making travel easier for deer. 

As the snowpack deepens, optimal slopes and aspects become 

more important. Therefore, in high snowpack zones moderately 

steep slopes (35-55%) on southeast to west aspects are 

especially important on winter ranges. 

Conversely, site conditions on steep south slopes often produce 

stands that are more open than those produced on cooler 

aspects (NW, N, NE). This makes these latter aspects valuable 

within winter ranges, especially when higher snow interception 

ability is required (e.g., immediately after major snowfalls and 

before  the sun can reduce snow depths on south aspects). 

INFLUENCE OF ASPECT 

NORTH SOUTH 

• little or no 

direct sunlight 

during winter 

• typically denser 

stand 

• more direct 

sunlight 

• typically more 

open stand 

ASPECT  INFLUENCES 

• site temperature 

• stand density 

• snow conditions 
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Vegetative Factors 

Vegetative factors influencing mule deer condition on winter 

range can be organized into two broad categories: 1) those that 

provide some form of shelter, and 2) those that provide forage. 

Shelter 

Three types of shelter are required by mule deer on any winter 

range: 1) Snow Interception Cover, 2) Thermal Cover, and 3) 

Security Cover. Topographic and vegetative factors in 

combination often provide necessary forms of shelter. 

Snow Interception Cover 

Tree crowns can intercept considerable amounts of snow, 

making it easier for deer to move about and find food. The size, 

shape, crown closure, and species of tree crowns influence their 

ability to intercept snow. Wide, deep tree crowns intercept more 

snow than do thin, narrow crowns. Interlocking canopies have 

high crown closure that intercepts the most snow. Douglas-fir is 

more effective than lodgepole pine at intercepting snow. 
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SNOW INTERCEPTION ABILITY 

Individual Trees 

Short, narrow crowns 

intercept little snow 

Deep, wide crowns 

intercept more snow 

Stands 

Widely spaced crowns intercept 
little snow most snow 

Interlocking crowns intercept the 
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Thermal Cover 

Cover used by deer to assist them in maintaining a constant 

body temperature is called thermal cover. Thermal cover is 

provided by trees and, to a lesser degree, topography. The 

forest canopy acts as a shield by reducing the animals’ 

radiational heat loss to the open sky, especially at night. 

STAND STRUCTURE INFLUENCES THERMAL COVER 

Poor Good 

Single-layered stands Multi-layered stands 

provide poor provide the best 

thermal cover thermal cover 

Trees, shrubs, and topography reduce air movement, thereby 

protecting deer from the chill factor associated with low 

temperature and increasing windspeed. This slows the 

deterioration of animal condition. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND VEGETATION PROTECT 

DEER FROM WIND 
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Security Cover 

Cover used by deer to conceal themselves is called security 

cover. Harassment from humans, their machines, and other 

animals causes deer to run and hide, thus expending energy 

already in short supply. Security cover cuts this energy 

expenditure by reducing the need and the distance to flee. 

As with thermal cover, vegetation and topography combine to 

produce security cover. Good thermal cover will provide 

adequate security cover. 

Security cover is especially important along roads to reduce 

harassment. 

SCREENING VEGETATION 

SCREENING TOPOGRAPHY 
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Forage 

While the vegetative factors just described deal primarily with 

ways of minimizing energy losses, forage provides an energy 

gain. Mule deer use two broad categories of forage: 1) ground 

forage and  2) litterfall. Ground forage consists of rooted material 

that is available unless it is buried or inaccessible because of 

snow. Litterfall is food from the canopy, made available primarily 

by wind or snow action. 

Ground Forage 

Ground forage for mule deer on winter range consists of shrubs 

(predominantly saskatoon, mahonia, sagebrush, Douglas maple, 

red osier dogwood, wild rose, willow), grasses, and forbs. Shrubs 

are the preferred and most nutritious winter forage. Shrubs are 

more abundant in open areas, yet are often unavailable because 

of deep snow. 

SHRUBS ARE OFTEN UNAVAILABLE 

BECAUSE OF SNOW BURIAL 
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Litterfall 

Litterfall consists of twigs and branches of Douglas-fir and 

arboreal lichens (i.e., lichens living on trees). Although lichens 

are a significant food item where they occur, Douglas-fir is the 

most common food item in the winter diet of mule deer. 

Not all Douglas-fir foliage is equally valuable deer forage. Foliage 

from the crowns of old trees is better quality forage than the 

foliage of young trees. Also, old trees are important because 

their brittle branches frequently break off during winter storms, 

providing food for deer. 

QUALITY OF DOUGLAS-FIR FORAGE 

IS NOT UNIFORM 

Douglas-fir 
having little 
food value 

Douglas-fir 
having high 
food value 
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Diversity and Edge 

All the components discussed to this point must be present on a 

winter range. However, how they are distributed across a winter 

range is important too. Suitable diversity can provide both cover 

and forage requirements while edge makes them available in 

close proximity. 

Vertical Diversity 

Vertical diversity, created by a multi-layered stand, is important 

on winter range. For example, although a stand with closed 

interlocking crowns intercepts snow very efficiently, it allows little 

light to reach the forest floor and thus makes ground forage 

scarce. Managers should promote a multi-layered, uneven-aged 

stand structure with sufficient crown closure for snow interception 

and litterfall during moderate and severe winters. 

VERTICAL DIVERSITY PROVIDES 

BOTH COVER AND FORAGE VALUES 

light 

ground 
forage 

snow 
interception 
cover and 

litterfall forage 

security and 

thermal cover 
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Edge and Horizontal Diversity 

A mix of habitat types produces horizontal diversity. It is 

important for deer to have the resources offered by different 

habitats in close proximity. For example, as snow melts, deer 

make the most use of spring range that is adjacent to a habitat 

offering good security cover. 

As well, deer use the edge between such habitats because it 

contains many resources found in both. Edge can provide cover 

and ground forage in close proximity - a valuable survival factor. 

EDGE PROVIDES MANY RESOURCES 

IN CLOSE PROXIMITY 

Snow Interception, 
Security, and Thermal Cover Ground Forage 

Winter Range Spring Range 

EDGE 
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Micro-Habitat 

Much of the foregoing material is now assembled and portrayed 
in three dimensions to illustrate how the factors come together 
on a micro-habitat basis. Any stand or broad habitat type is 
composed of numerous micro-habitats, each of different value to 
deer. Some of these are illustrated on the facing page and are 
explained below. 

1. Mule deer make extensive use of ridges and knolls that have 
mature and over-mature Douglas-fir. These micro-habitats 
provide both cover and litterfall forage. Even when the 
surrounding area provides poor quality winter habitat, ridges 
and knolls are often used by deer. 

2.�Gully bottoms and other moisture-receiving sites typically 
receive less use in the moderate and high snowpack zones 
(p. 28). In the low snowpack zone these micro-habitats are 
valuable to deer because they often provide corridors of high 
crown closure through otherwise open habitat and provide a 
source of more abundant ground forage, especially if crown 
closure is reduced. 

3.�Topographic breaks or edges are extensively used as travel 
routes, especially if they have suitable crown closure and 
security cover. 

4.�Dense clumps of regeneration within a stand typically receive 
little use. Ground forage is almost nonexistent under the 
shade of these clumps and their density often makes travel 
difficult. Deer use these micro-habitats if they offer the only 
cover within an area that has been heavily logged. 

5.�Openings within a stand may have abundant ground forage 
but receive less use as snow depths increase. Deer make 
little use of openings when they sink into 50 centimetres or 
more of snow. 

6.�Patches of mature Douglas-fir with interlocking crowns are 
very efficient at intercepting snow. Deer use these patches far 
more than micro-habitats that contain solitary trees. 
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